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The sources of interest to these facilities are connected to spectacular explosions. How-
ever, the horizon (radius of detectability), either for reasons of optical depth (GZK cuto↵;
�� ! e±) or sensitivity, is limited to the Local Universe (say, distance . 100Mpc). Un-
fortunately, these facilities provide relatively poor localization. The study of explosions in
the Local Universe is thus critical for two reasons: (1) sifting through the torrent of false
positives (because the expected rates of sources of interest is a tiny fraction of the known
transients) and (2) improving the localization via low energy observations (which usually
means optical). In Figure 2 we display the phase space informed by theoretical considera-
tions and speculations. Based on the history of our subject we should not be surprised to
find, say a decade from now, that we were not su�ciently imaginative.

Figure 2. Theoretical and physically plausible candidates are marked in the
explosive transient phase space. The original figure is from Rau et al. (2009).
The updated figure (to show the unexplored sub-day phase space) is from the
LSST Science Book (v2.0). Shock breakout is the one assured phenomenon on the
sub-day timescales. Exotica include dirty fireballs, newly minted mini-blazars and
orphan afterglows. With ZTF we aim to probe the sub-day phase space (see §5).

The clarity a↵orded by our singular focus – namely the exploration of the transient
optical sky – allowed us to optimize PTF for transient studies. Specifically, we undertake
the search for transients in a single band (R-band during most of the month and g band
during the darkest period). As a result our target throughput is five times more relative
to multi-color surveys (e.g. PS-1, SkyMapper).

Given the ease with which transients (of all sorts) can be detected, in most instances, the
transient without any additional information for classification does not represent a useful,
let alone a meaningful, advance. It is useful here to make the clear detection between
detection7 and discovery.8 Thus the burden for discovery is considerable since for most

7 By which I mean that a transient has been identified with a reliable degree of certainty.
8By which I mean that the astronomer has a useful idea of the nature of the transient. At the very

minimum we should know if the source is Galactic or extra-galactic. At the next level, it would be useful

LSST Science Book 
(after Rau+09, Kasliwal+,Kulkarni+)
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Figure 7.6: (Left): Comparison between the GALEX and SNLS observations (points, SNLS-04D2dc,
Schawinski et al. 2008) and a SN IIP model with Mms = 20M! and E = 1.2 ! 1051 erg reddened for the host
galaxy extinction with a color excess E(B " V ) = 0.14 mag (lines, Tominaga et al. 2009) (black and red: near UV,
green: g-band, blue: r-band, magenta: i-band). The inset enlarges the phase when the SN emitted UV light. (Right):
Apparent g"-band light curve of a shock breakout in AB magnitude system for a SN IIP model with Mms = 40M!

and E = 1051 erg. Limiting magnitudes for a 4! detection in 3.3 min, 5 min, 10 min, and 20 min integrations are
also shown (dashed line), assuming 0.7” seeing, 1.6 arcsec aperture, and 3 days from New Moon.

identify the shock breakout with the blue g! ! r! color as described below. Aims of this survey
are (1) detecting numerous high-z shock breakouts and obtaining their multicolor light curves, (2)
observationally establishing the physics of shock breakouts and confirming that the shock breakouts
take place universally, (3) deriving a cosmic star formation history (CSFH) up to z " 1.5 with the
shock breakouts, and ultimately (4) developing the totally-new high-z study with shock breakouts.

Introduction

Core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) have been so far observed only at z ! 0.9 (Dahlen et al. 2004;
Poznanski et al. 2007), except for extraordinary events like Type IIn SNe (SNe IIn) (Cooke et al.
2009) and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs; Salvaterra et al. 2009). The record will be broken by a shock
breakout. The shock breakout is the bolometrically-brightest phenomenon in SNe (> 1044 ergs s"1)
lasting several seconds to several hours and emits dominantly in X-ray or ultraviolet (UV) with a
quasi-blackbody spectrum (T > 105 K, Blinnikov et al. 2000). Although the shock breakouts are
proposed to be a probe of the distant universe, its short duration and X-ray/UV-peaked spectra
make it di!cult to be observed. The first and currently last complete light curve of shock breakout
of normal CCSN was obtained for SN IIP SNLS-04D2dc (redshift z = 0.19, e.g. Schawinski et al.
2008) by the GALEX satellite but the detection significance in near UV and far UV bands is only
! 4! and ! 2!, respectively.

We adopted a multi-group radiation hydrodynamics code STELLA (Blinnikov et al. 2000) and
presented X-ray-to-infrared light curves (LCs), including the shock breakout, plateau, and tail, of
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1 day !

Figure from N. Tominaga

progenitor star

> a few days

Breakout

Figure from T. MorokumaNozomu’s talk



It’s too late with 
classical 2-3 days cadence

The Astrophysical Journal, 757:31 (10pp), 2012 September 20 Bersten et al.

Figure 10. Bolometric LCs (left panel) and g!-band LCs (right panel) for models with the same explosion energy as our preferred model, but different initial radii.
The observed bolometric LC (M. Ergon, in preparation) and g!-band LC (Arcavi et al. 2011) of SN 2011dh (cyan dots) are shown for comparison in each panel. The
error bars indicate the size of the systematic uncertainty that corresponds to an uncertainty of 1 Mpc in the distance to M51. The radius variation is accomplished by
attaching essentially massless (<0.01 M") envelopes to the He4 model. Larger radii produce higher early luminosity for t ! 5 days but no appreciable effect is seen
at later times.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

In any case, the Teff is not directly comparable with the black-
body temperature derived from the spectrum. A more direct
comparison can be done using the color temperature (TC). Fol-
lowing the prescription of Ensman & Burrows (1992), we es-
timated TC as the temperature at the “thermalization” depth,8
which led to values of 8500 K and 8300 K at 2.8 days for mod-
els He4 and He4R270, respectively. Although these values are
somewhat higher than the value estimated from the spectrum,
the discrepancy is not important given the uncertainties in the
time of explosion (#0.6 day) and in the estimations of the color
temperatures. Because of the small differences in temperature
found at t # 2 days between compact and expended progen-
itors, the available temperature measurement is not a suitable
discriminator between these scenarios.

Finally, we analyzed whether it is possible to improve the
comparison between models and early observations assuming
different values of the progenitor radius than that inferred for
the YSG star. Figure 10 shows the bolometric (left panel) and
g!-band (right panel) LCs for models with progenitor radii of 50,
100, 150, and 200 R". All of these configurations have the same
He core taken from the He4 model, and they were constructed
in a similar way as He4R270, i.e., by smoothly attaching an
H-rich envelope to the core (see Figure 1). We denote these
models as He4R50, He4R100, He4R150, and He4R200. As
seen from the figure, it is clear that models with R $ 200 R"
are more consistent with the early-time data. This finding is
not affected by the systematic uncertainty in the luminosity that
would arise from an error of 1 Mpc in the distance.

We conclude this analysis by claiming that a progenitor with
radius similar to that of a YSG star, as suggested from pre-
SN detections, is compatible with the early observations of SN
2011dh. Moreover, we find that radii much smaller than 200 R"
fail to reproduce the observations.

8 The “thermalization” depth is calculated as the layer where 3 !abs !sct $ 1,
where !sct is the optical depth for scattering and !abs is the optical depth for
absorption.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Single versus Binary Progenitor

SNe IIb require the hydrogen-rich envelope of the progenitor
star to be almost completely removed before the explosion.
Two alternative mechanisms of envelope removal have been
proposed to explain the progenitors of SNe IIb, Ib, and Ic,
thereby called “stripped-envelope SNe”: (1) strong stellar winds
in massive single stars and (2) mass transfer in close binary
systems. In the first scenario, a very massive star with a main-
sequence mass !30 M" is required for the mass-loss rate to be
large enough (Heger et al. 2003; Georgy et al. 2009). This type
of star has an He core mass !8 M" previous to the explosion.
The upper limit of the main-sequence mass may be even larger
according to recent stellar wind mass-loss rates (see Bouret et al.
2005; Eldridge & Vink 2006; Fullerton et al. 2006). In the binary
scenario, less massive stars are allowed with He core masses
prior to the explosion in the range of 3–6 M" (Podsiadlowski
et al. 1993; Yoon et al. 2010). In the previous section, we showed
that such a He-core mass range is in very good agreement with
the observations of SN 2011dh.

To further test the possibility of a single-star progenitor, we
calculated a model based on a progenitor with a main-sequence
mass of 25 M" which forms an He core of 8 M" prior to
the explosion (we call this model He8). In Figures 6 and 7, we
show the LC and vph, respectively, for model He8 using the
same 56Ni mass and distribution as found for the He4 model of
Section 3.1 but with a larger explosion energy of E = 2 foe
in order to reproduce the peak luminosity. Clearly, this model
does not agree well with the observations. While decreasing
the explosion energy can improve the match to the expansion
velocities, it would worsen the fit to the LC irrespective of the
56Ni mixing assumed. Note that the timing of the second peak
imposes an important constraint on the He core mass. More
massive helium stars reach the LC maximum at later times
because the heat produced by radioactive decays takes longer
to diffuse out. The He8 model is too massive to produce the
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KISS: KIso Supernova Survey

• Extremely high cadence

• 1-hr cadence

• 3 min exposure

• ~ 21 mag in g-band

• ~50-100 deg2 /day

• High SFR field (within z=0.05, 30-100 Msun/yr)

2012 Apr: Dry run -
2012 Sep: Main survey -

PI: Tomoki Morokuma (Univ. Tokyo)
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First KISS!
Reference New Subtracted

SN 2012cm (Ia)
z=0.028

SN 2012cq (IIn)
z=0.026

SN 2012ct (II)
z=0.039



Operation

• ~ 100 nights / yr (around new moon)
Intensive program at Kiso observatory (3 yr)

• 30-40% good weather

• 3 arcsec seeing

• half-automatic observations 
(someone should be at the observatory)

exposure
readout

pointing

exposure
readout

pointing

exposure
readout

3 min 3-4 min 3 min 3-4 min 3 min 3-4 min

pointing



KISS pipeline

Kiso observatory

standard reduction

image subtraction

< 10 min
~ 50GB/day

KISS database
SubNewRef

source detection

cut-out images

source
info

KISS interface

Amateur astronomers
Realtime check

SubNewRef

Tokyo

cut-out images

KISS database

source
info



Realtime check 
by KISS members and 
amateur astronomers in Japan



Thanks to Francisco!

Most common sources...



18 SNe (and SN candidates) so far
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Follow-up

Itoh, Kawabata, 
Takaki, Ueno, et al. 2012

• 1-2m telescopes in Japan 
(Masayuki’s and Katsutoshi’s talk)

• 1m mini-TAO at Chile

• 2m HCT (D. K. Sahu, G. C. Anupama)

• 3.6m TNG  (E. Walker, E. Pian, P. A. Mazzali)

• Under discussion



Initial Results (half a year)

• 18 SN candidates
 (consistent with expectation)

• 3 IAU SNe

• 3 overlap with PTF, 
2 with La-Silla QUEST, 2 with CRTS

• No shock breakout candidates
(Last non-detection epoch is usually 
2 days - 2 weeks ago)

• Other variable sources

• Rapid flare (with ~1 hr duration)

• AGNs, variable stars



KISS: KIso Supernova Survey
• Extremely high-cadence survey

• 1-hr cadence

• 3 min exposure

• ~ 21 mag in g-band

• ~50-100 deg2 /day

• 100 nights /year

• Initial results

• 18 SN candidates, 
but no SN shock breakout

Your suggestions are welcome!



• Tomoki Morokuma (PI)     standard pipeline, survey strategy 

• Masaomi Tanaka                transient pipeline, web interface

• Nozomu Tominaga            survey strategy, transient pipeline

• Kensho Mori                    operation, data analysis

• Noriyuki Matsunaga          standard pipeline

• Michael Richmond            standard pipeline 

• Shigeyuki Sako                  KWFC

• Nobuharu Ukita               operation

• Kiso observatory staff      operation, telescope

• KISS collaborators

• Amateur astronomers      transient finding

KISS Members

                           Y. Aoki, H. Akitaya, Y. Ita, R. Itoh, I. Ueno, Y Urata, 
T. Urano, S. Okamura, N. Kawai, K. Kawabata, S. Koshida, Y. Saito, T. Sakamoto, K. Takaki, 
M. Tanaka, A. Tomita, K. Nakata, H. Nakanishi, D. Nogami, T. Minezaki, Y. Moritani, Y. Yatsu


